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Dacha Theatre creates an immersive carnival with Boston’s Playable Theatre Project!
(F)UNFAIR plays in-person at the Billings Middle School from July 22nd - August 7th
(June 22, 2022 - SEATTLE, WA)
Dacha is thrilled to produce (F)UNFAIR, in partnership with Boston-based Playable Theatre Project.
Originally scheduled for Summer 2020, (F)UNFAIR is co-created by Celia Pearce and Nick O’Leary,
and directed by Nick O’Leary.
Step right up to explore the surreally dysfunctional world of (F)UNFAIR! Enjoy fair favorites like
midway games, roving performers, and other attractions… not to mention the fair food! But all is not
as it seems — as you get to know the carnies and the rules that govern their lives, you will start to
realize just how UNFAIR this FUNFAIR really is. The good news is that you have a chance to help to
change the rules, but can you work together with your fellow attendees to figure out what’s broken
and how to fix it? Explore the hidden world of (F)UNFAIR! Discover the secret lives of beleaguered
carnies! See your choices transform the world around you!
If you enjoy escape rooms, puzzle-solving, helping your friends, and have interacted with us in our
shows like Ghost Party and Ghost Party: Remastered, we think you'll like this show, too! First time
with immersive or interactive theater? Dacha’s signature brand of warm, inviting interactivity will
make you feel right at home — or, you can opt out of the interaction and just enjoy the games and
performances throughout the carnival! Step right up from July 22 – August 7 to enjoy a breezy
summer day or evening, and help the employees of the (F)UNFAIR!
Tickets are now on sale and space is limited, so be sure to grab your ticket now and join us at the
(F)UNFAIR! The (F)UNFAIR grounds are located at Billings Middle School in North Seattle near
Northgate this summer! Tickets are available on a sliding scale, with tiered pricing ranging from
$25-50. A pay-what-you-can option is available for all performances. We can't wait for you all to visit
us! Tickets available online at dachatheatre.com/funfair
Founded in 2016, Dacha Theatre is a Seattle-based theater company that specializes in devised,
immersive, and playful work. Funfair makes Dacha’s return to large-scale in-person immersive
shows, following successful indoor runs of Dice: Romeo & Juliet (2022) and Much Ado About
Nothing (2021, Dacha’s first hybrid show), and after our two-show outdoor touring shows with Dears
in Headlights and Star Play in summer 2021.
###

More information, including promotional photos and details about our cast and creative team, can be
found in our press room: dachatheatre.com/funfairpress

